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SUMMARY
An analysis
1s made of the effects
of non-uniformity
of flow on
the pressure measurements on the surface of a model and also on the force
and moment measurements and the follovang
standards of flow uniformity
are derived
- variations
In flow directlon
to be less thanLO.1'
in the
range M = 1.4 to 3; verlation
in Mach number to be less than +O.OOj at
M = 1.4 lnoreaslng
to ~0.01 at M = 3.
A brief
analysis
is made of the errors In model manufacture
and
their
effects
on force ad pressure measurements.
Using the same
stadards
as were used in deducing the requrements
for flow uniformity
quoted above it 1s concluded that present Stan&r&
of modelmawfaoture
are satisfactory
overall,
though for accurate pressure plotting
tests at
Low supersonic Mach numbers (M n 1.4) a higher standard is desirable,
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of wind tunnelmcdels

1

1

Introduction

In considering
the standard required
of the flow in a supersonic
tunnel it 1s important
to bear in rmd the nature of the flow dxtribution.
Calibration3
of supersonx
tunnels show that after the nozzles have been
corrected
to remove obvious defects there 1s left a radom variation
of
Mach number (or flow direction)
superimposed on systematx
variations.
The oder of the variation3
that occur is normally about ~0.005 in Mach
number overall.
The problem is to determine the mz&mxn veriatlons
of
flow distribution
consistent
with the stadsd3
of accuracy required
in
test measurements.
In this note a brief analysis
is made of both random ard systematic
variation3
of the flow.
The accuracy of measurements of overall
foroes
and moments on a model are considered. and also the accuracy of pressure
measurements on the surface of a model.
It 1s difY~0ul.t
to interpret
the significance
of random variation3
in the flow with reference
to
overall
foroes and moments* but, on the other hand, the effects
of
systematx
variations
in flow on these quantities
can be assessed and
a stati
of flow uniformity
derived.
The random variation3
ad the
errors
they intrduce
can be considered
in term3 of pressure measurements
on the surface of the model and thereby a standard of flow uniformity
obtazned.
Direct effects
only are considered
and no account
for example, the possible
effects
of flow irregularities
layer conditions.
2

Errors

in pressure

is taken of,
on boundary

measurements

Two standards are set depending on the nature of the work done in
the tunnel.
For most purposes it is sufficient
to know the local
pressure coefficient
(C ) to LO.005 but where compar~ons tith the more
exact theories,
especxa 9 ly on bodies, have to be made, It 1s desirable
to know c
This latter
requirement
is regarded.
as the
to LO.002.
limit and E standard of flow uniformity
corresponding
to it IS necessary
only in pure research work.
To derive from the accuracy required
of Cp the allowable
nonuniformity
of flow distribution
it must be remembered that each wing
surface will only be dfeoted
by disturbances
from the wall it faces
(assuming for simplicity
that the sidewalls
are perfectly
smooth).
The
disturbance
1s reflected.
from the surfaoe of the wing which will double
its effect
as measured by the change in pressure coefficient
when
When a pressure calibration
of the flow is
compared with uniform flow.
done in the empty tunnel the measured result
is a combination
of the
disturbances
from the opposite walls (again assuming smooth side wd.l.s).
Itcanbe
assumedthatthe
disturbances
from the twowalls
are random
and equal and thus the measured flow variation
is, statistically,
q2
times the flow variation
from a single wall.
the limits
of flow
variation
shown by a calibration
correspond
to"y" 2/2 times the required
accuracy of C .
P
Corresponding
to .a limiting
error in 0
of 20.005, the follcwing
limits
apply to the flow as shown by a normslPcalibration
- at M = 1.4,
AMME20.0035, at M = 2, hM=ti.@%andatM=3,
Abce.,O,QlJ+. The
s

In considering
variation3
in flow direction
over the tailplane
the tail movement with change of incidence is comparatively
small a&
?.n this case systematic variation
ted
to the same me&uying 8s random
variation.
-3-

corresponding
increments in flow direction
are +O.lO, +0.15" ad
approdtely.
The increments m Mach number and flow direction
ing to a limiting
errcr in C of +O.oOZ are in direct prcportlon.
P
Errors
in
force
and
moment
measurements
3
It
required.

is assumed from experience
that the following
in force and moment measurements.

(i)

Errors

(li)

Errors in pitchng
moment to correspond
0.1' in tail setting to trim,

(iii)

Errors

~0.28'
correspond-

accurac=es

are

in drag to be less than I$.

in neutral

point

position

to less than

to be less than 1% chord.

The analysis is sunplifled
if a particular
model is considered,
but it must be noted that the results
may vary slightly
with the form
Fcr instance the lift
ad pitching
moment on a body alone
rf the model.
would be very sensltrve
to varxat1cn.9 In pressure normal to its axis in
the incidence plane.
The partiwlex
rectangular
wings;
as follcws:w

model chosen is in the form of an aircraft
the dunensions in terms of the bcdy diameter

Span
Chord

Body length

= 7.5d
= 2.5d

C =

Tadplane
Tail

1%

The wings and tailplane

Span
Chord
volume coeffwient

have 3% thick

with
d are

= 3.7%
= 1.2%
= 0.6

sections.

The drag of the model has been estimated

on the following

assump-

tions:(i)

There IS no interference

between

(ii)

The skin friction

(iii)

The model has a bluff
base and the estimated
applies ever the whole of the base.

(iv)

The wave drag coefficient

coefficient

components.

is 0.002.

of the bcdy is

0.023

The estimated value of s
(based on mng area)
at M = 1.4 to 0.013 at M = 3.

effects

The error in drag is assumed to srlse
of a longitudinal
pressure gradient
model volume

sp=-

qs

base pressure
(W.
varies

from

only frcm the buoyancy
ad the error term is

*

‘ax

where

S = wing ares

The pressure gradient
corresponding
to the buoyancy term equalling
I$
of the drag varies from 0.002 at M = 1.4 to O.OOO5 at M = 3.0, where
the pressure gradlent
IS expressed as the change in P/H per model length,
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H being the stagnation
pressure.
This corresponds
to a Mach number
radient
of approxrmately
0.4% of nominal Mach number per model length
over the range M = I.4 to 3.0.
'i 0.025% per body alameter)
3.2

PItchinE

moment

There are two possible
sources of error due to flow variations,
fxrstly
in the flow angle at the tailplane
and secodly
in the pitching
It
can
be
shown
that
the
effect
of the second
moment on the wing body.
is small; for convsnenoe
this is done by showing that the flow
varlatlon
requ3.red to produce a pitching
moment change equivalent
to
setting
1s
comparatively
large.
0.1'
change x-i tailplane
The effects
of the pressure gradient
on the body can be ignored,
leaving
the only contribution
to the pitchng
moment error that from the
varlatlon
in flow direction
along the wing chord, which gives an
Thus error can be evaluated
from the)
effective
camber of the wing.
relationship

where

p =Fi

and

0

is the flow

Cm due
from 0.0035 at M = I.4 to g.0015
of flow angles along the chord of
order of varlatlon
is mxh larger
the direct
effect
of flow direction
The increment

xn

direotlon.

to a 0.1'
at M = 3,
0.6'
In
than the
at the

change In tail

settll3g

varies

which oorrcsponds
to changes
the range M = 1.4 to 3. This
+O.i' variation
derived
from
tallplane.

In terms of Mach number gradlent
the varlatlon
deduced from the
pitching
moment on the wxng becomes 0.5% of the nominal Mach number per
Compared mth the requirement
demved In Section 4.1 thxs
body dxuneter.
1s very large and therefore
can be ignored 12 getting
a standard of flow.
3.3

Neutral

point

In the model design chosen the wxngs are large compared to the
body and the effects
of the bo&y are neglected.
The aerodynamic centre
of the wings alone 1s faxrly
lnsensltlve
to Mach number chsnges and the
effect
of varxatlon
of tadplane
lift
only is calculated.
During ohsnges
of incdence
the model 1s assumed to rotate about a point in the region
of the wrng causzng the tailplane
to traverse
the flow u an arc about
ths point.
The most important
term to consider is that due to change in flow
For a shift in neutral
direction
at the tailplane
mth displacement.
point of I$ the correspoting
va.rla+on
In flow direction
et the tail
is O.O15a,
m(x ..being,tho.incxdence
change, whxh fora
tail snn of 63.
This is equivalent
to a
gives a gradient
of 0.15O per body diameter.
gradlent
of about 023% of nominal Mach number per bdy hameter.
4

DIscussIon

I

Consideratlbn;oZ
possible
errors XXJ force and moment measurements
due to non-unSo&%yaof-flow
shows that the most important
effects
are
the one affecting
drag (buoyancy term) and that causxng an error in
pxtohing
moment through a change in flow direction
at the tailplane.
The former gives a>limitatlon
U-L Mach rdmber gradient
of approximately
- 5-

~0.005 over the body length atM = j.4,
+O.OCB at M = 2 ati 20.012 at
16 = 3. The other limxt;tlon
1s that flow brection
at the tallplane
should be known to 20.1 . This requirement
can be reasonably
extended
to the whole of the working section.
The limitations
on flow variations
derived
in this way are in good agreement with those derived from
analysing
the accuracy required
of pressure measurements for general
purpose tunnels, but a higher standard of flow variation
is required
of a tunnel intended for pure research work.
It IS worth noting in
this connection that in some cases the accuracy of obtaining
pressure
measurements oan be improved considerably
by doing a comprehensive
calibration
and making corrections
to the observed pressure distribution,
provided
the flow is fairly
good.
In the analysis,
changes in flow direction
and changes in Mach
have been regarded as exact equivalents,
which is correct for
single disturbances
or cvcn disturbances
from one wall.
Where the
disturbances
from two opposite walls intersect,
it is possible
to have
a large change in flow direction
for no change in Mach number and vice
versa.
Therefore
it is a necessary precaution
in stating the requirements of flow uniformity
as shown by a normal calibration
of the flow
to give the limitations
in terms of both Mach number and flow direction.
number

In deriving
the buoyancy error in drag a constant gradient
in Maoh
number is assmed and no account is taken of the superimposed random
The wavelengths
of the random variations
are dl
compared
variations.
to the length of the body and therefore
an overall
limitation
in Nach
number, somewhat less in magnitude
than that allowed by the deduced
limitation
in gradlent will give an approxunately
equivalent
standard
of accuracy, bearing in mind that the superimposed variations
are random,
This LS done to simplify
the statement of the requirements.
In the following
table the requirements
derived
in various
are combined to form a desirable
st;ada?zd of flw
Wormity
for
purpose tunnels:

ways
general

Maximum variation

Were ltotrot for requiring
to ~QKXVthe flow dxreotion
at the tailthe
max;mUm
variation
allowable
in
flew
dxectlon
would
plane to $.I
,
be +0.150 at &! = 2 ad appnximately
$25'
at M = 3. It should be
not;d that the standad
set by substrtutlng
these values m the approprlate
places in th_p above table would be adequate for normal pressure
of accuracy required
for
plottrTg
work. There the higher stadard
cc,upflisofls
mth the more exact theories
are desirable
the above
staniskts
of flow uniformity,
with the flow &rection
limitations
modified
as discussed,
should be appro-tely
halved.
This represents
an extremely hgh star&d
of flow uxnformity
and is difficult
to
nrhv.?ve
over the test section, bcarlng m mind the order of surfaoe
f muh 7 t impC.es.
It
unifor?lllty

is

of interest
to compare the errors that arise from Mnof flow m the worlung sectlon with those caused by msnufacturing
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errors
in the model.
In considering
the overall
accuracy of a model the
main concern IS with the angular settings
of the wing and the tailplane.
The measurement of these quantities
when the profiles
are aerofoil
shapes
involves
accurate location
of the leadIng edge. Wi? settings
can be
measured to about ~0.025' and. tall settings
to 40.05
on typloal
aircraft
The error will inorease
models havmg wing spans of about IO-15 inches.
as the model size is reduced.
There are irregularities
In the surfaces of models.
These are
random and can be considered
in relation
to the measurement of local
As examples, the manufacturing
errors on three
surface pressures.
typIca.
steel wings are given In this report.
All the models have aerofoil
shape profiles
and are made of high tensile
steel.
They are of
approximately
the same sze having a mean chord of about 4 inches.
Model A is a rectangular
vnng with the profile
unchanged along the span
It was made on a
and therefore
comparatively
simple to manufacture.
mdling
copying machine and afterwards
hand-fInkshed
to template.
Models
B and C are delta wings made by the tangent plane grinding
method, which
generally
results
In a higher standard of accuracy.
Model B is a plain
delta wing but in Model C the chordline
is twisted along the span giving
a complex shape of wing surfaoe.
Both methods of manufacture
ensure
that there are no "steps" in the profile
and the errors that occur are
small local iieviations
of slope from the true shape, Measurements were
made of the ordinates
at stations
about 0.1 inches apart along chord.
lines and errors in local slopes derlvd.
The results
are given in
Flg.1 as polnto shovnng the percentage
of the readings taken having
errors in slope less than a given amount.
The standard of manufacture
of models B and C 1s representative
of the best than oan be achieved, but it must be noted again that the
complex surface shape of wing C presented an extremely difficult
problem.
The accuracy obtained on model A represents
a good average.
It is
concluded that the curve drawn In Fig.1 IS typical, of what can be
obtancd
by a good standard of manufacture.
The above discussion
refers to wings with aerofoil
higher stardad
of accuracy can be expeoted, mith care,
by a few planes.

profiles.
on wings

A
f0I-d

To compare the errors In local surface pressure coefficients
arising from faults
in m&e1 manufacture
with those caused by gon-unifornuty
of flow, it 1s reasonable
to take errors in slope of ~0.15 , which covers
75% of the errors according to the curve of Flg.1.
The errors In local
pressure
coefficient
Cp corresponding
to this error In slope are
approximately
~0.005 at M = 1.4, +O.C03 at M = 2 and +0.002 at M = 3.
An error In the measured value of C of 20.005 wzs assumed to be
reasonable
In Jetting
a standard of flow &ormity.
Thus in order to
retain
this accuracy overall
in the measurement of C at low supersonia
Maoh numbers (M of 1.4) with the standard of flow ux~2 ormity set in this
report a higher standard of manufacture
of models -is
cusre&rt~y msJ, b
necessary. At the higher Mach numbers, assuming thaC the_pr!obz&le combined
e?.TOr
due t0 fbJJ.+e&l*ty
and errOr
Cf ~~~~~~tie~model,~~~j.~~~
G3-both-r~S
can be-d& ~-~y~fZ&i&-~th~.
sqm-rc
root of the sum &
the
squares
of
the-separa$:-errors,
the
~1~~s
due
to
the
model. itself
&e
-- -_.relat~velj?En&ll%iiX
Z& be neglected.
Thus at about M s 2 and above
By an identical
-the current standard of model manufaoturc
is adequate.
argument the overall
stadard
of model manufacture,
as shown by t&l
setting,
is ndequate for models having 10 inches span & above.
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5

Conclnsions

Based on an analysis of the effects
of
the pressure measurements on the surface of
force and momect measurements the follcwi~
were derived - variations
m flow Slrectlon
variation
of Mach nwiber to be within 20.003
+O.Ol at M = 3.

non-uniformity
of flew on
a model and also on the
standards of flow uniformity
to be less than &I"
and
at M = 1.4 inoreaslng
to

Comparison of the effects of non-uniformity
of flow with those of
errcrs
in udel manufacture
shows that present standards of model
construction
are satufactory
overall
but that at low supersonic Mach
for
numbers (M z 1.4) a higher standard of model accuracy is rcqured
pressure measurements.
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